TW50B1 Tracker: group and user selector fields are not assigned

**Status**
- Pending

**Subject**
TW50B1 Tracker: group and user selector fields are not assigned

**Version**
5.x

**Category**
- Usability
- Regression

**Feature Trackers**

**Submitted by**
Gergely

**Lastmod by**
Gergely

**Rating**

**Description**

Tracker 12:
64 group selector 1
66 user selector 1
65 attachment
79 textarea 0,100,3,3000

{ _TRACKER(trackerId="12" fields="65:79" showtitle="n" showdesc="n" showmandatory="y" sort="y" view="user" newstatus="o") } Thanks! { _TRACKER }

does not assign the fields 64 and 66.

Related: 3186, a regression reported on the user selector field, which had a work-around by setting view="user" and excluding the user selector field from the fields parameter.

**Solution**

none

updated: look at the comments tab
Importance 8
Priority 40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID 3200
Created Saturday 29 May, 2010 20:59:26 GMT-0000 by Gergely
LastModif Wednesday 14 July, 2010 18:59:13 GMT-0000

Comments

Xavier de Pedro 30 May 10 17:31 GMT-0000

try with all fields, something like:
{ _TRACKER(trackerId="12" fields="64:65:66:79" showtitle="n" showdesc="n" showmandatory="y" sort="y" view="user" newstatus="o")}Thanks! {_TRACKER}

Gergely 30 May 10 18:32 GMT-0000

solution is described in

in short: hide the field for everyone except for admin, and add it to the fields. This works for both the group and the user selector fields.

One drawback in TW5.0B1: the field labels are shown in both cases. As long as it is not fixed, one could use pretty trackers to circumvent this problem.

Gergely 14 Jul 10 18:43 GMT-0000

@registration no pretty tracker can be used, so the proposed solution is not applicable
**FIX** tracker auto-assigned fields shown in the tracker plugin (or not assigned if not listed in the fields param)

If the submitted behavior interfered with someone else's opinion, I suggest using the optional field notation to express if these fields should be shown. The optional fields are prefixed with a '-' sign in the fields param.

### Attachments

<table>
<thead>
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